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Your All-In-One Travel Guide to Shanghai's Absolute BEST Best of Shanghai: Your #1 Itinerary

Planner for What to See, Do, and Eat,  gives you all the information you need to know about the

largest and most developed city in China. From cultural sights like the stunning Yu Garden, to the

best shopping in China like Nanjing Road, plus day trips to nearby cities of Hangzhou and Suzhou

and other destinations around Shanghai youâ€™ll want to visit, depending on what most interests

you. There is so much to choose from for everyone - history lovers, nature lover, nightlife

enthusiasts, or visitors who just want to spend all their time eating authentic Chinese food! Inside

Best of Shanghai: Your #1 Itinerary Planner for What to See, Do, and Eat:  - Detailed information on

Shanghaiâ€™s must-see sights - Once-in-a-lifetime authentic Chinese experiences - The best

Chinese food that even locals love - Other top destinations for food lovers, history and culture buffs,

outdoorsy travelers, and off-the-beaten paths visitors - Customizable itineraries based on your

interest and length of stay - Practical advice, like embassies, currency exchange, and survival

Chinese phrases, for visiting China Best of Shanghai: Your #1 Itinerary Planner for What to See,

Do, and Eat, is truly the only travel guide anyone needs to plan a trip to this modern metropolis!
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I'm wondering how many of the reviews for this book are genuine and how many planted by the

publisher of this guide. Looks like they are mostly fake as they hit so far from the mark. This is the

single worst travel guide I have ever experienced. Complete junk. About the best use I can think for

it is to use as toilet paper when you encounter a Chinese facility without any -- except the paper is

too rough for even that except in a dire emergency.The book has no detail -- just general



descriptions of a tiny number of things to see in Shanghai. Astonishingly, there are no maps. just a

few black and white photos. The eating guide cites only four restaurants. You get the idea: the

publisher wants your money and to give you nothing of value in return. Steer well clear.This

publication is a joke -- a pure rip-off/

i wished it had a few maps inside, it is a little light . i do not recommend it.

Very nicely written and put together. If I were planning a trip to Shanghai this would be a necessity

for planning that trip! While reading it gave me the feeling or impression that it could have been

written or told by someone that I was listening to that had recently traveled there and the things they

had done, places visited, restaurants to eat at, possibly even areas to avoid or be more aware while

visiting. Overall just a general good reading book. Event though I am not planning a trip there

anytime soon, I still very much enjoyed reading about the sites, history, culture, etc. Just a good all

around informational and engaging book.

I have never traveled to China nor its Largest city Shanghai. I would be bewildered, out of my

element and plain lost to try and go visit into another country where I don't speak the language nor

understand the culture and what is acceptable. This pocket guide planner book is great for planning

a vacation or visit if you have never been or if you had been there but just wanted to do something

different, or even just as a good informational read.It gives you great details and is just an all around

good read too. If you were never going to go or get to visit Shanghai, you would still feel like you

had gotten to go, or at least heard a detailed trip from a friend that might have returned from there. It

tells you the places to go and see and dine as well as gives a brief historical run down. It helps you

plan a trip as far as planning from the time you step off the plane until time to truth.When I go to visit

another country, it is definetly in my plans that I will use one of the wanderlust pocket guide to set up

and arrange my trip. I like its details as well as the options it gives with advice. I like the way it is laid

out and organized and I like the pictures.As a reviewer I received this pocket guide to review

complimentary to me at no cost.

If I never make it to China, reading this China Travel Guide makes me almost feel like I have been

there. If you have 3 days or longer, with this guide you can see the best that China has to offer. You

will lean all about the culture, where to eat, where to stay and gain incredible knowledge about the

history of China, that unless you lived there, you might never learn. The intro says that over 23



million people call Shanghai home, rich and poor and that they have a saying "Shanghai is heaven

for the rich and hell for the poor". Indeed this guide is a very valuable tool to travel safely to know

your whereabouts and to make your trip fun and very informative. I would highly recommend this

Best of Shanghai, China Travel Guide for anyone considering a trip to Shanghai.I received this

product free for an honest, unbiased review.

Not bad, but not a lot of detail.

It's a lovely book and very helpful.

I am employed by a Global Corporation that has many employees and a strong presence in Asia

Pacific. As a result of working with so many of these fine folks remotely I decided that I wanted to

consider planning a trip to Shanghai not only to see such a beautiful locale but also meet these

wonderful people.The books primary function, in my opinion, would be trip planning and becoming

more familiar with the country before arriving. Many people would not be comfortable making such a

long trip to such an unfamiliar nation -- this would be great for familiarizing yourself before making

the decision to go as well.There's a lot of great information in the book including a sample itinerary

you can use to follow or modify to meet your needs. It's also got information for dining, shopping,

sight seeing, etc. It also had useful phrases in Chinese and information about exchange rates and

other survival tips that you need to travel like a pro.The writing is good and the information is

thorough and interesting. The pictures are colorful and, as they say, worth 1,000 words. It does

make you want to take the trip even if you aren't planning on going soon and can give you some

more awareness about our friends to the West.As a reviewer I received this book for free in return

for an honest and unbiased review.
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